Preparation of Drosophila tissue culture cells from different stages of the cell cycle for chromatin immunoprecipitation using centrifugal counterflow elutriation and fluorescence-activated cell sorting.
Many nuclear proteins alter their localization during the cell cycle. This includes proteins which regulate and execute cell cycle events and proteins involved in transcription and DNA repair. The core components of chromatin, the histone proteins, also change their modification state through the cell cycle. Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) makes it possible to localize chromatin-associated proteins to specific sequences in the genome and has revolutionized studies of transcription. Fewer studies have used ChIP to analyze protein localization or modification at specific stages in the cell cycle. This is in part because these studies require isolation of pure populations of cells at each stage of the cell cycle, which is challenging for many cell types. However, the ability to carry out ChIP from cells at specific stages in the cell cycle in some systems has revealed cell cycle regulation of chromatin localization, and cell cycle stage-specific functions and modification of chromatin proteins, providing incentive to pursue these experiments. This chapter presents protocols for isolating Drosophila S2 cells from all phases of the cell cycle using centrifugal elutriation and fluorescent-activated cell sorting. These cells are suitable for ChIP analysis.